PHILANTHROPY AND SERVICE CHAIRS

Using a tri-chair approach, these positions can either report to the VP of External Relations, or the executive branch appropriate for these positions.

INTERNAL PHILANTHROPY CHAIR
Assists in the planning and execution of philanthropy events hosted by the chapter. Helps coordinate giveback nights and meet fundraising requirements sent by IHQ. Educates the chapter on the Global Service Initiative and the local philanthropy selected by the chapter.

Principle Responsibilities
- Ensure the chapter raises the minimum philanthropic amount.
  - “Chapter raises at least $500 for a philanthropy of their choice” – Men of Merit, Item 5.
- Organize one philanthropy event hosted by the chapter per semester.
- Organize one giveback night with a local business per semester.
- Communicate regularly with the executive team to ensure crisis management, merchandise, and all things pertaining to all philanthropy events hosted by the chapter meet Delta Upsilon’s standards.

EXTERNAL PHILANTHROPY CHAIR
Acts as a resource for members who wish to be involved in any philanthropic event hosted by another student organization. Encourages and motivates members to sign up for the required number of philanthropic events, while promoting a culture of philanthropic involvement.

Principle Responsibilities:
- Ensures the chapter supports at least one philanthropic event within each Greek Council.
- Provides information on signup costs for chapter members.
- Acts as a resource for any member who would like to support the philanthropy of another organization on campus.

SERVICE CHAIR
They help provide service hour opportunities for the chapter, and confirm all brothers meet the service hour requirement set by the chapter. Helps maintain relationship with a local nonprofit organization for ongoing service opportunities.

Principle Responsibilities:
- Oversees one mandatory service event per semester.
- Provides a minimum of 5 service hour opportunities through the chapter per semester.
- Works to establish an ongoing relationship with a local non-profit for annual service opportunities.
- Educates the chapter on the difference between service and philanthropy.